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in a famous passage from book xx of the iliad, the blind poet announces that the iliad is mine (a selēn
atimeun thērios), but the remainder of the iliad is his (autos); he has no way of knowing which parts

were written by himself and which by others. similarly, in book xxi of the odyssey, the blind poet
remarks that the odyssey is his (idios), but the remainder is mine (auto). he confesses again, in book
xxiii of the odyssey, that he cannot tell who wrote the scenes he has included in the odyssey, but that

he has taken them from some source. the poems are also valuable for the information they contain
about attitudes towards the supernatural and religion in sixth and early fifth-century b.c.e.. in the
odyssey, no mention is made of the gods; travelers say farewell to them with neither prayer nor

sacrifice, but both are discussed fairly extensively in the iliad where homer presents them as important
characters and discusses at length the reasons for their absence from the poem. homer contends that

his creations, gods, were what made the poem possible and (most characteristically) are treated as
superior to mortals, thereby giving the gods dignity, although the heros certainly have some say in
matters (as we see in the iliad book 10). he also presents each god as essentially good, different in
their powers and skills and taking the good of mortals seriously. many have died, sometimes at the

hands of other gods, and all are capable of causing hardships for mortals and thus of being expected to
share a portion of the blame for disastrous events. homer offers no moral justification for the gods, but

he carefully presents each as acting in good faith.
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the gods of the greek pantheon, although in one sense immortal,
die at the end of the poem. most of the gods die in the traditional

manner by violent, traumatic, and painful death. several other
gods, however, are simply killed off. for example, at the end of the

iliad, hera is slain by paris for making zeus sleep with her, while
zeus dies at the end of the odyssey. the war described in the iliad
and odyssey is the trojan war, fought between the greeks and the
trojans, and it features mainly the greek champions, but the tales
does contain a few mentions of characters who are not greeks. for

example, the smith god hephaestus is credited with being
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responsible for making the gates of troy. odysseus is known as a
king of ithaca, a small island in the western corner of greece. the

trojan prince, paris, is mentioned, and his name is thought to come
from the greek word for bull, paris. paris is the subject of several

stories, such as how he seduced and took helen from her husband,
king menelaus. the iliad is a story about war, and violence is a

constant theme. the main action takes place on the greek side of
the conflict, but the war also spills over into the trojan camp, and
the poet makes frequent references to the brutality of the fighting
and to the pointlessness of war. in the iliad , only two characters

are actually killed; achilles kills hector, and the poet himself is killed
by an arrow. also, in the iliad we see a lot of sex, and the erotic
aspect of the epic is treated rather realistically. the gods and

goddesses, although of divine status, are human beings. the trojan
hero, paris, is not only sexually promiscuous, but he is also lustful

and sexually active. 5ec8ef588b
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